
Freedom. It’s an essential part of an active life. It means setting 
your own agenda, getting behind the wheel and going where 
you want to go – whether you’re running errands across town 
or visiting family and friends across the country.

Veigel North America / Mobility Products & Design gives you 
that freedom. For over 50 years, we’ve been designing and 
refining customized, ergonomic driving controls that keep you 
actively involved in your world.

Our easy-to-use hand controls make driving simple. Our 
wide selection of steering controls puts you in command of 
your vehicle, enabling you to enjoy a driving experience that 
minimizes fatigue. Our extension and foot controls make 
everyday tasks convenient for you – from turning the ignition 
key to setting the parking brake.

Our controls look as good as they perform, with finished 
surfaces and sleek lines to complement your vehicle’s interior. 
They are adaptable to most cars, trucks, and vans, and they 
are flexible enough to allow an ambulatory person to operate 
the vehicle with ease.

Our controls are built to be reliable, providing you with years 
of dependable performance. We back each control with a 
full two-year warranty that gives you peace of mind as well as 
freedom. 

Veigel North America / Mobility Products & Design’s hand, 
steering and foot controls give you the ability to take control of 
your busy life, so you have the freedom to expand your world.

PALM GRIP
Only Veigel North America / 
Mobility Products & Design offers 
this lightweight aluminum wrap. 
It can be adjusted to comfortably 
fit your hand and it will hold that 
shape for secure steering control. 
The soft, sheepskin liner protects 
your hand and provides warmth. 
A unique finger rest protects your 
fingers, plus the raised device 
keeps them from having minimal 
contact with the steering wheel.

TRI-PIN GRIP
Your hand and wrist are 
comfortably secure with this 
lightweight tri-pin grip. The pins 
are fully adjustable, so you can 
easily find your individual comfort 
setting. An available counter 
weight takes away the Tri-pin 
Grip’s weight, so you can mount it 
on the either side of your steering 
wheel. Easily replaceable foam 
cover for comfort.

COUNTER BALANCE
4 oz.
8 oz.
20 oz.

This counter balance was designed 
to be used in conjunction with any 
of the clam shell style steering 
devices to give you that little 
extra strength to turn the steering 
wheel and to return it back to 
center.

HOOK GRIP
Designed for those using a 
prosthetic hook (typically with 
two fingers). One finger goes 
on the outside of the ring, the 
other finger goes on the inside, 
securing you to the steering 
wheel for smooth handling.

V-GRIP
Only Veigel North America / Mobility 
Products & Design offers a foam-
grip single pin and foam-covered 
aluminum wrap providing backhand 
support, your hand stays securely 
and comfortably in place. You can 
easily adjust the single pin to find the 
steering grip that’s just right for you. 

BALL GRIP
black
grey
wood grain

Our most popular steering control, 
the ball-grip presses firmly against 
the palm of your hand, giving you 
added strength and control for easy 
driving. The Spinner Knob is avail-
able in three colors to coordinate 
with your vehicle - Black, Gray or 
Woodgrain. Readily Detachable - 
have more than one onhand for a 
quick, easy update to your interior. 

SOFT GRIP
grey
black

The steering device is one of the 
most visible mobility adaptations 
and we’ve designed this one to look 
and feel good in your vehicle for 
extended driving. The ergonomic 
design is made of soft durable foam 
providing comfort for both long and 
short commutes. The mounting base 
is designed to clamp tight and hold 
strong. The Soft Grip can be installed 
on most any steering wheel, including 
the newer “lumpy” ergo grip steering 
wheels. The Soft Grip comes in grey 
or black with a matching base.

SINGLE PIN FOAM GRIP
You’ll like the soft foam handle grip 
and the smooth steering motion. 
The secure grip gives you 
comfortable control and command 
of your vehicle.
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THE CLASSIC II HAND CONTROL
4120CL 14”
4120CL 15.5”
4120CL 17”

The modern design of the Classic II, which fits perfectly with 
the interior of the newer vehicles, is smaller by 20%.

Our new Classic II hand control is made for simple and reliable 
operation. To accelerate, simply turn the ergonomic handle 
clockwise. To brake, push the unit slightly forward.

The mechanical brake lock can be easily engaged with the 
push of a button. The ergonomic handle can be adjusted to 
accommodate individual driver needs. The unit can be folded 
out of the way for ambulatory drivers.

To expand your world, Veigel North America / Mobility Products & 
Design offers a complete range of products, accessories and options. 
For more information and photos of all our products, as well as options, 
please visit our website and you’ll find additional:

90500-000 (H)

»  hand controls, all available in right hand and left hand
»  pictures of spinner knobs available in woodgrain, gray and black
»  extension controls, for emergency brake, turn signal and gear shift
»  steering controls, available in hook grip, palm grip, v-grip and tri-pin
»  foot controls, all with quick release system for easy removal without tools
»  accessories, such as foam covers, as well as horn and dimmer harnesses

HAND CONTROLS

STEERING CONTROLS



KEY EXTENSION
Driver evaluator recommended. 
The key extension provides 
additional leverage when starting 
your vehicle. A powder-coated disc 
allows the installation of most keys 
that incorporate computer chips. 
The extension is fully adjustable 
and may be locked in position. It 
will accommodate two keys and 
a strap, if so desired. The key 
extension may be used anywhere 
a key is used; vehicle, home or office 
are a few of the many uses.

RIGHT HAND TURN SIGNAL 
LEVER EXTENSION
This lightweight crossover lever 
operates your turn signals easily. 
We install these products using 
bands, not screws, leaving your 
vehicle’s interior undamaged.

PARK BRAKE EXTENSION
11”
14”

Long, sturdy, and easy to reach, 
this extension makes setting your 
parking brake a simple task. It 
adjusts easily for use in a variety of 
vehicles.

HAND STYLE EMERGENCY 
BRAKE HANDLE
This handle is designed to push 
button in for more leverage in one 
easy motion.

T-HANDLE STYLE GEAR 
SHIFT EXTENSION
Our gear selector can be mounted 
on the left or right. Designed to 
push button in and gives extra 
leverage in one motion to shift.

DASH STYLE GEAR SHIFT 
LEVER EXTENSION
This dash style gear shift lever 
is designed to push side button 
in and shift in one easy motion 
and proves better leverage when 
shifting. 

LEFT HAND TURN SIGNAL 
LEVER EXTENSION DROP 
STYLE
This lightweight drop lever 
operates your turn signals easily 
when using hand controls. We 
install these products using bands, 
not screws, leaving your vehicle’s 
interior undamaged.

VERTICAL GATED GEAR 
SHIFT EXTENSION
This new vertical gear shift is 
designed for the newer vehicles 
with a gated gear shift. This can
be used on dash mounted 
and counsel mounted shifters. 
With gated shifters, there are 
no buttons, allowing for better 
leverage and smooth shifting.

HORIZONTAL GATED GEAR 
SHIFT EXTENSION
This new horizontal gear shift is 
designed for the newer vehicles 
with a gated gear shift. This can 
be used on dash mounted and 
counsel mounted shifters. With 
gated shifters, there are no 
buttons, allowing for better 
leverage and smooth shifting.
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For your convenience, our site also includes a 

dealer locator search service using your zip code, 
so you can quickly find nearby dealers.

COMMANDER FOR 
COMPACT II HAND CONTROL
4220CPC 14”
4220CPC 15.5”
4220CPC 17”

Our Compact hand control can be
upgraded to add a five button 
switch to control secondary 
functions like the turn signals, 
wipers, horn, etc... 
The commander upgrade 
comes complete with a relay box.

Proven technology, sleek and 
elegant design - that is how the 
Compact hand control is made. 
The function is simple: 
to accelerate, pull the ergonomically 
shaped handle backwards, a slight 
push in the forward direction 
operates the brake. The mechanical 
brake lock can be easily engaged 
with the push of a button. The 
handle is shaped in such a way that 
the hand can rest on it while driving. 
This means relaxed and effortless 
driving, even on long distances. 
The hand control can be folded out 
of the way when not in use.

Our Basic hand controls are a 
simplified, no frills version of the 
4200 CP Compact hand control. 
This new version has been 
upgraded with many great features. 
It comes standard with a leather 
cover and the handle height can be 
easily adjusted to fit each individual. 
The hand grip can be interchanged 
with any of our standard steering 
devices and can be upgraded to 
include a tri-pin with turn signal 
switches. The New Basic offers first 
rate quality at a competitive price. 

COMMANDER FOR 
CLASSIC II HAND CONTROL
4120CLC 14”
4120CLC 15.5”
4120CLC 17”

Our new Classic II hand control can
be upgraded to add a five button 
switch to control secondary 
functions like the turn signals, 
wipers, horn, etc... The commander 
upgrade comes complete with a 
relay box.

3502 PUSH RIGHT ANGLE 
WITH WRIST SUPPORT
Classic 3502WHD

This hand control offers a foam 
grip handle with a soft foam wrist 
support and side hand guard for 
additional leverage, comfort and 
convenience for the driver. Both 
foam grips are soft, washable, 
replaceable and are not heat 
sensitive. Our exclusive centerpivot 
allows the grip to be pivoted 
away from the door for more hand 
clearance.

An optional offset handle may be 
incorporated with the wrist support 
grip to provide additional knee 
clearance, more leverage or to locate 
the handle closer to the turn signal. 
The offset handle can also be used to 
adjust the angle for pitch of the wrist 
support grip. 

A Tri-Pin Grip that is convenient, 
comfortable and fully adjustable 
is used to activate the push/pull 
movement of this control. This 
grip may also be custom fitted 
to operate the turn signals, horn 
or dimmer. The control can be 
mounted for either left or right 
hand operation in most full size and 
lowered floor minivans.

THE BASIC HAND CONTROL
4300B 15.5” Veigel Basic V3 w/ Black Knob
4300B 15.5 Veigel Basic V3 w/ Tri-Pin w/switches
4300B 17.5” Veigel Basic V3 w/ Black Knob 
4300B 17.5 Veigel Basic V3 w/ Tri-Pin w/switches

THE COMPACT II HAND CONTROL
4220CP 14”
4220CP 15.5”
4220CP 17”

3700 PUSH / PULL HAND CONTROL
3700

HAND CONTROLSEXTENSION CONTROLS



ACCELERATOR GUARD
The Accelerator Guard is 
recommended by driver 
evaluators to be used with hand 
controls. It protects the driver 
from inadvertently resting their 
foot on the accelerator. The quick 
release mechanism allows the 
Accelerator Guard to be easily 
removed without tools, permitting 
ambulatory drivers full use of the 
accelerator pedal. 

ACCELERATOR / BRAKE 
GUARD
The Accelerator Brake/Guard 
is recommended by driver 
evaluators to be used with hand 
controls. It protects the driver 
from inadvertently resting their 
foot on the accelerator or brake 
pedal. It also shields the driver 
from unintentionally placing 
their foot under either pedal. 
The Accelerator/Brake Guard is 
sturdy and features a convenient 
carrying handle. The quick release 
mechanism allows it to be easily 
removed without tools, permitting 
ambulatory drivers full use of the 
pedals. 

LEFT-FOOT ACCELERATOR
The left-foot accelerator is 
recommended by driver evaluators
for drivers to accelerate using 
their left foot. It is equipped with 
a guard to prevent the driver from 
inadvertently resting their right 
foot on the accelerator pedal. The 
left-foot accelerator incorporates 
a quick release mechanism and is 
easily removable for ambulatory 
drivers without tools. 

VEIGEL ACCELERATOR / 
BRAKE GUARD WITH TRIM
An important safety element that 
prevents unintentional use of 
pedals. The Veigel Pedal Guard 
solution is stylish and safe. The 
concave shape of our pedal guard 
protects from unintentional use 
of the gas and brake pedals while 
providing maximum legroom for 
the driver. This unique design 
also incorporates a quick release 
connection similar to a socket 
wrench. This quick release 
connection allows the pedal guard to 
be removed in seconds without the 
use of tools.

VEIGEL ACCELERATOR / 
BRAKE PEDAL EXTENSIONS
Utilizing the same quick release 
system as the pedal guard, our 
pedal extensions can be removed 
in seconds without the use of tools 
allowing taller people to drive the 
vehicle. Pedal Extension 2”- 8”.

DRIVER SIDE TRANSFER BOARD 
PASSENGER SIDE TRANSFER BOARD
The transfer seat board bridges 
the gap between the wheelchair 
and the seat, greatly easing the 
transfer into and from your vehicle. 
For optimal comfort and leg 
room, we have reduced the size 
of the transfer board. The board 
is simply folded up while driving.  
Removable in seconds without the 
need for tools.

A/B Guard for More Foot 
Clearance

Taken out for ambulatory 
driver.
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3501 BRAKE ONLY
Classic 3501KB
Classic 3501FB  
Classic 3501KBX
Classic 3501FBX

The 3300 Push-Rock hand control 
includes a removable handle for 
added safety. The 3300 is offered 
in two different handle types; 
the Traditional handle and the 
Veigel handle.  The Veigel handle 
has been designed to maximize 
leverage and improve feel while 
limiting the accidental braking 
during acceleration common with 
other push/rock hand controls.  
The Push-Rock is available in two 
gas lever styles; Vertical (VGL) or 
Horizontal (HGL).  The VGL is the 
traditional hand control.  The HGL 
improves leverage and allows for 
minor leverage adjustment as well 
as an increase in legroom by more 
than 1.5 inches.

3300 PUSH ROCK
Vertical Gas Lever 
3300KT Soft Grip Tradition Handle 
3300KV Soft Grip Veigel Handle 
3300FT Foam Grip Traditional Handle
3300VKT Vinyl Grip Traditional Handle
Horizontal Gas Lever
3300KT Soft Grip Traditional Handle
3300KV Soft Grip Veigel Handle
3300VKT Vinyl Grip Traditional 

3500 PUSH RIGHT ANGLE HAND CONTROL
3500K Knob Grip Straight Handle
3500F Foam Grip Straight Handle
3500KX Knob Grip Offset Handle
3500FX Foam Grip Offset Handle

This hand control comes with a 
knob grip that fits comfortably 
in the palm of the hand. The 
knob grip and bent brake rod are 
standard on this unit. The bent 
brake rod allows mounting the 
handle control higher in the vehicle 
to provide more driver convenience 
and comfort. The exclusive center 
pivot of our control allows the grip 
to be pivoted away from the door 
for more clearance. 

Options include:
» A foam grip which is two inches  
longer in length than most hand 
controls, ensuring comfortable 
driving control and greater leverage 
when braking and accelerating. 
» An offset handle with knob grip 
which is fully adjustable 360° to 
provide additional knee clearance, 
more leverage and locate 
the handle closer to the turn signal.  
The offset handle can also accept 
the foam grip for added comfort 
and leverage.3400 PUSH / PULL

3400K Knob Grip Straight Handle
3400F Foam Grip Straight Handle
3400KX Knob Grip Offset Handle
3400FX Foam Grip Offset Handle

Push to brake and pull back to 
accelerate. This hand control can 
be adjusted to accommodate 
several different leverage settings 
depending on individual needs. It 
is also offered in the foam grip and 
offset handle versions.

FOOT CONTROLSHAND CONTROLS

TRANSFER BOARD



Many states either require or recommend that anyone using 
our products have a driver evaluation prior to installation. We 
recommend all customers have a driver evaluation performed by a 
qualified evaluator. If you need assistance contact www.driver-ed.org 
or call Veigel North America / Mobility Products & Design toll free 
1.800.488.7688.

To expand your world, Veigel North America / Mobility Products 
& Design offers a complete range of products, accessories and 
options. For information on our complete line of Extension Control 
and Steering Control products, visit our website. There you’ll see 
additional products, such as emergency brake extension controls 
and palm grip steering controls. * Prices and features are subject to 
change without notice.

1.800.488.7688
www.veigel-na.com

www.mobilityproductsdesign.com


